Chronic unpredictable mild stress paradigm in male Wistar rats: effect on anxiety- and depressive-like behavior.
There are several models of depression. Chronic unpredictable mild stress (CMS) appears to have the greatest validity, although it is often being criticized for low reliability. Male Wistar/DV rats were used in this study to assess our modified 2-week model of CMS as a combination of psychosocial, physical and metabolic stressors and to compare the effect of acute administration of venlafaxine (VFX) and diazepam (DZP), either in stress or no stress conditions. The animals were exposed to one particular stressor each day. The time of day and duration of the stressor differed across the procedure to avoid animals to adapt to the stress stimulus. After cessation of stress, the animals underwent the following behavioral tests to assess motor activity, cognition, anxiety- and depression-like behavior: Open field test, Elevated plus maze, Forced swim test, Stress-iduced hyperthermia, Light/dark test and Y maze. To assess hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA) reactivity in our CMS model, plasma corticosterone levels were measured 24 h after termination of stress. Corticosterone levels were significantly increased compared to control values (p<0.05) in our experimental schedule of CMS. Our paradigm produced delayed anxiety-like behavior observed in Open field (decreased time spent in central zone 3 weeks after CMS, p<0.05), with anxiolytic effect of CMS shortly after its cessation. Stressed animals spent more time in the open arms of Elevated plus maze (p<0.05) and travelled longer distance in the light zone of the Light/dark box (p<0.01). CMS did not increase the behavioral despair analyzed in Forced swim test yet it disrupted the capacity of the Stress-induced hyperthermia test (CMS rats failed to react to the stress by increasing the core temperature). Based on our results, we can conclude that our CMS protocol leads to increased corticosterone levels as a result of HPA axis hyperactivity and produces delayed onset of anxiogenic behavior. Moreover, CMS exerted a substantial effect on the behavioral outputs, interfering with drug testing.